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Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value

power -
speed -

storage -
low cost per MB -

portability -
versatility -

accessibility (coding) -
low cost per unit -

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes to 
end users ... and can rapidly change markets
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A B S T R A C T

What are ‘disruption’ and ‘disruptive innovation’? And what relevance do they have for energy transformation?
Ten critical perspectives offer ten contrasting responses to these questions. The relevance of Christensen’s ca-
nonical definition of disruptive innovation is highly contested in its applicability to energy and climate chal-
lenges, as is the usefulness of analysing discrete business models or technologies rather than socio-technical
systems. Further research on disruptive innovation and energy transformation needs to tackle: (i) the social,
systemic and emissions impact of widespread adoption; (ii) how to mitigate the adverse distributional con-
sequences of disruption; (iii) the consumer appeal of ‘good enough’ products for users marginalised or excluded
from mainstream markets; (iv) the role of incumbents in system transformation; and (v) the reasons for geo-
graphic variation in disruption processes currently underway.

1. Introduction

Needs and expectations for energy system transformation keep
mounting. The bar has been raised still higher by the Paris Agreement’s
aspirational aim for 1.5 °C mitigation and the Sustainable Development
Goals’ energy access for all. Rapid, deep, and pervasive changes to the
way energy is resourced, converted and used require marked dis-
continuity from current trends [1,2]. But does a sustainable energy
future imply ‘disruption’?

Innovation is conceived of most simply as novelty, or more formally,
as “putting ideas into practice through an iterative process of design,
testing, application, and improvement” [3]. Innovation is a central
element in sustainable energy narratives and activities. Alongside the
Paris Agreement, the G20 signed up to ‘Mission Innovation’ and a
doubling of public R & D investments to ‘accelerate the clean energy
revolution’ [4]. Many emerging innovations – from decentralized
electricity generation and electric vehicles to peer-to-peer business
models and digitalisation – are frequently labelled as ‘disruptive’ [5].
But ‘disruptive innovation’ is a slippery term used differently by en-
trepreneurs, incumbents, regulators and academics, and applied var-
iously to technologies, business models and sociotechnical systems.
Shorn of its association with innovation, ‘disruption' also takes on a
very different and largely negative connotation.

So what are ‘disruption’ and ‘disruptive innovation’? And what re-
levance do they have for energy transformation?

This Special Section on ‘Disruptive Innovation and Energy
Transformation’ offers ten Perspectives on what disruption and

disruptive innovation mean, and whether they are useful lenses for
examining the sustainable energy challenges of our time. The
Perspectives were invited from authors with a range of backgrounds
who were given free rein to articulate their views subject to two con-
straints: they had to explain how they interpreted the terms ‘disruptive
innovation’ and/or ‘disruption’; and they had to explore whether and
how they thought either term was relevant for energy transformation.
As Perspectives they are intended to be “opinion-like pieces on a ‘hot'
topic, introducing new concepts, ideas and findings to the field of energy
studies” (ERSS Editorial Guidelines).

The collective result is an illuminating set of arguments and coun-
terarguments, touching on Christensen's canonical definition of dis-
ruptive innovation, but then departing in critical and often intriguing
directions. Clayton Christensen, a leading business and management
scholar, popularised the term ‘disruptive innovation’ to describe low-
cost, low-end goods and services which appeal to consumers margin-
alised or excluded from mainstream markets [6]. Historical examples of
disruptive innovations – from microcomputers to discount retailers –
illustrate their transformative potential. Could analogous disruptive
low-carbon innovations help transform energy systems? The Perspec-
tives in this Special Section explore this question in depth, and reach
conclusions ranging from a circumspect yes to a categorical no. But it is
the arguments why which are important.

To be clear, this is not an abstract or theoretical debate. Energy
transformation requires directed, aligned, multi-scale efforts to in-
novate more sustainable ways of producing, distributing and using
energy. Consumers are an elephant in the room: at best, consumers are
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1.5oC target right? ... no! ... (or not always!)

[doi 10.1038/s41560-018-0172-6]
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e.g., diversify use to 
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Ask WeWork what makes it so special and they will say it is about 
so much more than office space. It is about the “We Generation” –
a largely Millennial workforce who demand more from their work 
than just a job ... they value experiences over material goods, 
crave a sense of community and fulfilment, and want to be part 
of something greater than themselves. [WIRED, Jun 2018]





Examples of potentially disruptive innovations to 
mobility: alternatives to car ownership

based on ownership
upfront cost -

in-car ‘features’ -
status signalling -

based on ‘usership’
care-free -
relational -

choice variety -

Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value



‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ innovations: 
novel attributes valued by end users?
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Conclusions: disruptive low C innovations can 
engage (or even potentially excite) consumers

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes valued by consumers
(a missing constituency of low C transformation)

Disruptive innovations are primarily about business models and users
(not radical technological breakthroughs)

Novel attributes of potentially disruptive low C innovations in different 
domains include:

pay-per-use (rather than ownership)
multiple uses & functionality (rather than single purpose)
relational & active involvement (rather than isolation & passivity)
control & autonomy (rather than dependence on systems)

Digitalisation of daily life enables many of these novel attributes



Potential emission reductions from ‘scaling up’ 
innovations out of current early-adopting niches

Potential emission 
reductions (MtCO2e p.a.) 

at population level
... as % of sectoral 

emissions

m
ob

ili
ty

car-sharing 0.8 - 0.9 1%

e-bikes 0.04 - 0.08 0.1%

e-bike sharing 0.09 0.1%

mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) 1.4 1.5%

fo
od

cultured meat 0.02 0.05%

food waste reduction 2.6 - 3.6 5 - 7%

urban farming 2.1 4%

reduced meat in diet 0.7 1.5%



Next steps: systems modelling of emission 
reductions from consumer-facing innovations

MtCO2 estimates depend on:

robust evidence of behaviour changed (and emissions reduced)
as a result of adopting and using the innovation

understanding adopter heterogeneity (segmentation)

characterising a dynamic counterfactual (baseline)
especially welfare-enhancing access to new goods and services
(‘bottom-of-the-pyramid’ consumers, macroeconomic rebound)

-> systems modelling possible, but requires much more evidence


